
Controlled Operation Dual Encoding

Public Authorities: Fides Code guarantees security
and maximum management transparency
in the administration of tendered services

WHO CAN USE IT

Service Companies: Fides Code brings efficiency
and control to collection procedures, highlighting

any anomalies in real time

Final Consumer:  when consigning waste containers
Fides Code makes it possible to certify and measure 
consumption precisely, recording appropriate charges

Frequency Identifier Double Encrypt Security

Fides Code (Frequency Identifier Double Encrypt Security Controlled 
Operation Dual Encoding) is a certified solution that uses RFID technology
to allow operators to identify each single bag or waste container, ensuring 
cities waste management companies and final consumers  a service that
is precise punctual and correct. 

With each bag or waste container functioning as a meter, a precise charge 
can be applied so that individual service users pay only for the waste they 
effectively produce.

In the drive to create 'smart cities' technology has become indispensable 
to achieve the required improvements in the quality of services supplied.

Traceability of waste through the use of an RIFD based unequivocal 
identification system guarantees certification of consignments
in Environmental Hygiene services.
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Fides Codes encodes a set of data 
that includes:
l  container sequential code
l  city code
l  waste type
l  container type
l  volume
l  service operator
l  tag manufacturer

Thanks to a special calculation algorithm,
the public code and private code used
for validation are correlated.

WORKS EVERY TIME: WITH OR WITHOUT DATA CONNECTION

Tag scanners, if programmed with the Fides Code standard, can perform control validations,
check authenticity and recognise tags automatically, thus guaranteeing the security of the procedure.
All these functions are available even without an online connection with a central server
and without uploading data beforehand.

This means there's no need to equip scanners with high memory capacity or to have access
to a GPRS connection to interrogate a remote database.

HOW IT WORKS - UNDER THE HOOD FIDES CODE - BENEFITSFides Codes is a certified coding system
that identifies and validates each single waste 
container unequivocally, linking it to the user
to whom the bag or container was allocated.

The solution is based on the radio frequency 
identification technology that implements a high 
value-added traceability and tracking system
to maximise services and controls.

PUBLIC CODE

The system guarantees absolute data integrity
and makes it possible to perform a range of checks, 
such as:
l verification of waste type associated with tag
l verification of correct territorial competency
intercepting any waste originating from different 
cities/collection areas

algorithm

l If read by a standard RFID system Fides Code tags reveal a unique code,
as used for normal container recognition procedures

l If Fides Code tags are used in a Fides Code Compliant management system, 
they also make it possible to determine code authenticity, confirming that the 
codes have been issued and certified by the operator concerned. And it's all done 
without reference to databases resident on code scanners and without requiring
a remote connection to an external database

l The Fides Code standard is royalty free and any system integrator,
programmer, or development community can use the libraries and control 
algorithms to implement the standard in RFID scanners

l Thanks to a Web-based interface, cities, waste management companies,
and final consumers can check that their containers (bags or bins) are effectively 
"certified meters" for precise billing

PRIVATE CODE

WHY FIDES CODE MAKES A DIFFERENCE

It may come as a surprise to learn that the data on RFID chips, 
inaccurately considered to be unique, contains repeated
or cloneable codes.

In addition, if tagged bags and containers are sourced from several 
different suppliers, the use of different internal numbering
systems by each manufacturer greatly increases the risk
of generating identical codes in the same collection area,
thus impairing the reliability of the "meter" for measuring effective 
collections to be charged to the waste services bill.

Fides Code is a functional and efficient solution that can certify the codes associated with each bag 
or container in an unequivocal manner. This makes it possible to remove the risk of generating 
repeat codes or cloning of codes, so that reporting can be reliable and equitable.

CHARGE CALCULATION

DISTRIBUTION


